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Abstract
A non-perturbative solution to strong CP problem is proposed. It
is shown that the gauge orbit space with gauge potentials and gauge
tranformations restricted on the space boundary in non-abelian gauge
theories with a θ term has a magnetic monopole structure if there is
a magnetic monopole in the ordinary space. The Dirac’s quantization
condition in the corresponding quantum theories ensures that the vacuum
angle θ in the gauge theories must be quantized. The quantization rule
is derived as θ = 2pi/n (n 6= 0) with n being the topological charge
of the magnetic monopole. Therefore, we conclude that the strong CP
problem is automatically solved non-perturbatively with the existence of
a magnetic monopole of charge ±1 with θ = ±2pi. This is also true when
the total magnetic charge of monopoles are very large (|n| ≥ 1092pi) if it is
consistent with the abundance of magnetic monopoles. This implies that
the fact that the strong CP violation can be only so small or vanishing
may be a signal for the existence of magnetic monopoles.
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Since the discovery of Yang-Mills theories1, the non-perturbative effects of
gauge theories have played one of the most important roles in particle physics.
It is known that, in non-abelian gauge theories a Pontryagin or θ term,
Lθ =
θ
32π2
ǫµνλσF aµνF
a
λσ, (1)
can be added to the Lagrangian density of the system due to instanton2 effects
in gauge theories. The θ term can induce CP violations. An interesting fact is
that the θ angle in QCD can be only very small (θ ≤10−9) or vanishing3. Where
in our discussions of QCD, θ is used to denote θ + arg(detM) effectively with
M being the quark mass matrix, when the effects of electroweak interactions are
included. One of the most interesting understanding of the strong CP problem
has been the assumption of an additional Peccei-Quinn U(1)PQ symmetry
4, but
the observation has not given3 evidence for the axions5 needed in this approach.
Thus the other possible solutions to this problem are of fundamental interest.
In this paper, we will extend the method of Wu and Zee6 for the discus-
sions of the effects of the Pontryagin term in pure Yang-Mills theories in the
gauge orbit spaces in the Schrodinger formulation. This formalism has also
been used with different methods to derive the mass parameter quantization
in three-dimensional Yang-Mills theory with Chern-Simons term6−7. Wu and
Zee showed6 that the Pontryagin term induces an abelian background field or
an abelian structure in the gauge configuration space of the Yang-Mills the-
ory. In our discussions, we will consider the case with the existence of a mag-
netic monopole. We will show that magnetic monopoles8−9 in space will induce
an abelian gauge field with non-vanishing field strength in gauge configuration
space, and magnetic flux through a two-dimensional sphere in the induced gauge
orbit space is non-vanishing. Then, Dirac condition8−9 in the corresponding
quantum theories leads to the result that the relevant vacuum angle θ must be
quantized as θ = 2π/n with n being the topological charge of the monopole
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to be generally defined. Therefore, the strong CP problem can be solved with
the existence of magnetic monopoles. To the knowledge of the author, such an
interesting result has never been given before in the literature.
We will now consider the Yang-Mills theory with the existence of a mag-
netic monopole at the origin. As we will see that an interesting feature in our
derivation is that we will use the Dirac quantization condition both in the or-
dinary space and restricted gauge orbit space to be defined. The Lagrangian of
the system is given by
L =
∫
d4x{−
1
4
F aµνF
aµν +
θ
32π2
ǫµνλσF aµνF
aλσ}. (2)
We will use the Schrodinger formulation and the Weyl gauge A0 = 0. The
conjugate momentum corresponding to Aai is given by
πai =
δL
δA˙ai
= A˙ai +
θ
8π2
ǫijkF
a
jk. (3)
In the Schrodinger formulation, the system is similar to the quantum system
of a particle with the coordinate qi moving in a gauge field Ai(q) with the
correspondence6−7
qi(t)→ A
a
i (x, t), (4)
Ai(q)→ A
a
i (A(x)), (5)
where
Aai (A(x)) =
θ
8π2
ǫijkF
a
jk. (6)
Thus there is a gauge structure with gauge potential A in this formalism within
a gauge theory with the θ term included. Note that in our discussion with the
presence of a magnetic monopole, the gauge potential A outside the monopole
generally need to be understood as well defined in each local coordinate region.
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In the overlapping regions, the separate gauge potentials can only differ by a well-
defined gauge transformation9. In fact, single-valuedness of the gauge function
corresponds to the Dirac quantization condition9. For a given r, we can choose
two extended semi-spheres around the monopole, with θ ∈ [π/2−δ, π/2+δ](0 <
δ < π/2) in the overlapping region, where the θ denotes the θ angle in the
spherical polar coordinates. For convenience, we will use differential forms10 in
our discussions, where A = Aidx
i, F = 1
2
Fjkdx
jdxk, with F = dA + A2 locally.
For our purpose to discuss about the effects of the abelian gauge structure on
the quantization of the vacuum angle, we will now briefly clarify the relevant
topological results needed, then we will realize the topological results explicitly.
With the constraint of Gauss’ law, the quantum theory in this formalism is
described in the gauge orbit space U/G which is a quotient space of the gauge
configuration space U with gauge potentials connected by gauge transforma-
tions in each local coordinate region regarded as equivalent. Where G denotes
the space of continuous gauge transformations, and each gauge potential as an
element in U may be defined up to a gauge transformation in the overlapping
regions. Now consider the following exact homotopy sequence11:
ΠN (U)
P∗−→ ΠN(U/G)
∆∗−→ ΠN−1(G)
i∗−→ ΠN−1(U) (N ≥ 1). (7)
Note that homotopy theory has also been used to study the global gauge anoma-
lies 12−19, especially by using extensively the exact homotopy sequences and in
terms of James numbers of Stiefel manifolds14−19. One can easily see that U is
topologically trivial, thus ΠN (U) = 0 for any N. Since the interpolation between
any two gauge potentials A1 and A2
At = tA1 + (1− t)A2 (8)
for any real t is in U (Theorem 7 in Ref.9, and Ref.6). since At is transformed
as a gauge potential in each local coordinate region, and in an overlapping
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region, both A1 and A2 are gauge potentials may be defined up to a gauge
transformation, then At is a gauge potential which may be defined up to a
gauge transformation, namely, At ∈ U . Thus, we have
0
P∗−→ ΠN(U/G)
∆∗−→ ΠN−1(G)
i∗−→ 0 (N ≥ 1). (9)
This implies that
ΠN (U/G) ∼= ΠN−1(G) (N ≥ 1). (10)
As we will show that in the presence of a magnetic monopole, the topolog-
ical properties of the system are drastically different. This will give important
consequences in the quantum theory. Actually, it is interesting to note more
generally that the topological results in Eq.(9-10) are true if U and G are the
corresponding induced spaces with A and g restricted to certain region of the
ordinary space, especially the 2-sphere S2 as the space boundary since the re-
stricted gauge configuration space U is topologically trivial. This is in fact the
the relevant case in our discussion, since only the integrals on the space bound-
ary S2 are relevant in the quantization equation as we will see. We will call the
induced spaces of U , G and U/G when A and g are restricted on the space bound-
ary S2 as restricted gauge configuration space, restricted gauge orbit space and
restricted gauge transformation space respectively, and restricted spaces collec-
tively. Now for the restricted spaces, the main topological result we will use is
given by
Π2(U/G) ∼= Π1(G), (11)
The condition Π2(U/G) 6= 0 corresponds to the existence of a magnetic monopole
in the restricted gauge orbit space. In the usual unrestricted case based on
the whole compactified space M as that for pure Yang-Mills theory, there can
not be monopole structure constructed. We will first show that in this case
F 6= 0, and then demonstrate explicitly that the magnetic flux
∫
S2 Fˆ 6= 0 can be
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nonvanishing in the restricted gauge orbit space, where Fˆ denotes the projection
of F into the restricted gauge orbit space.
Denote the differentiation with respect to space variable x by d, and the dif-
ferentiation with respect to parameters {ti | i = 1, 2...} which A(x) may depend
on in the gauge configuration space by δ, and assume dδ + δd=0. Then, similar
to A = Aµdx
µ with µ replaced by a, i, x, A = AaiL
adxi, F = 1
2
F ajkL
adxjdxk and
tr(LaLb) = −1
2
δab for a basis {La | a = 1, 2, ..., rank(G)} of the Lie algebra of
the gauge group G, the gauge potential in the gauge configuration space is given
by
A =
∫
d3xAai (A(x))δA
a
i (x). (12)
Using Eq.(6), this gives
A =
θ
8π2
∫
d3xǫijkF
a
jk(x)δA
a
i (x) = −
θ
2π2
∫
M
tr(δAF ), (13)
with M being the space manifold. With δF = −DA(δA) = −{d(δA) + AδA −
δAA}, we have topologically
F = δA =
θ
2π2
∫
M
tr[δADA(δA)] =
θ
4π2
∫
M
dtr(δAδA) =
θ
4π2
∫
∂M
tr(δAδA).
(14)
Usually, one may assume A→ 0 faster than 1/r as x→ 0 , then6 this would give
F = 0. However, this is not the case in the presence of a magnetic monopole.
Asymptotically, a monopole may generally give a field strength of the form8−9,20
Fij =
1
4πr2
ǫijk(rˆ)kG(rˆ), (15)
with rˆ being the unit vector for r, and this gives A → O(1/r) as x → 0.
Thus, one can see easily that a magnetic monopole can give a nonvanishing field
strength F in the gauge configuration space. To evaluate the F , one needs to
specify the space boundary ∂M in the presence of a magnetic monopole. we now
consider the case that the magnetic monopole does not generate a singularity
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in the space. In fact, this is so when monopoles appear as a smooth solution of
a spontaneously broken gauge theory similar to ’t Hooft Polyakov monopole8.
For example, it is known that21 there are monopole solutions in the minimal
SU(5) model. Then, the space boundary may be regarded as a large 2-sphere
S2 at spatial infinity. For our purpose, we actually only need to evaluate the
projection of F into the gauge orbit space.
In the gauge orbit space, a gauge potential can be written in the form of
A = g−1ag + g−1dg, (16)
for an element a ∈ U/G and a gauge function g ∈ G. Then the projection of
a form into the gauge orbit space contains only terms proportional to (δa)n for
integers n. We can now write
δA = g−1[δa−Da(δgg
−1)]g. (17)
Then we obtain
A = −
θ
2π2
∫
M
tr(fδa) +
θ
2π2
∫
M
tr[fDa(δgg
−1)], (18)
where f = da+ a2. With some calculations, this can be simplified as
A = Aˆ+
θ
2π2
∫
S2
tr[fδgg−1], (19)
where
Aˆ = −
θ
2π2
∫
M
tr(fδa), (20)
is the projection of A into the gauge orbit space. Similarly, we have
F =
θ
4π2
∫
S2
tr{[δa−Da(δgg
−1)][δa−Da(δgg
−1)]} (21)
or
F = Fˆ −
θ
4π2
∫
S2
tr{δaDa(δgg
−1)+Da(δgg
−1)δa−Da(δgg
−1)Da(δgg
−1)}, (22)
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where
Fˆ =
θ
4π2
∫
S2
tr(δaδa). (23)
Now all our discussions will be based on the restricted spaces. To see that the
flux of Fˆ through a closed surface in the restricted gauge orbit space U/G can
be nonzero, we will construct a 2-sphere in it. Consider an element a ∈ U/G,
and a loop in G. The set of all the gauge potentials obtained by all the gauge
transformations on a with gauge functions on the loop then forms a loop C1 in
the gauge configurations space U . Obviously, the a is the projection of the loop
C1 into U/G. Now since Π1(U) = 0 is trivial, the loop C
1 can be continuously
extented to a two-dimensional disc D2 in the U with ∂D2 = C1, then obviously,
the projection of the D2 into the gauge orbit space is topologically a 2-sphere
S2 ⊂ U/G. With the Stokes’ theorem in the gauge configuration space, We now
have ∫
D2
F =
∫
D2
δA =
∫
C1
A. (24)
Using Eqs.(19) and (24) with δa = 0 on C1, this gives
∫
C1
A =
θ
2π2
tr
∫
S2
∫
C1
[fδgg−1]. (25)
Thus, the projection of the Eq.(26) to the gauge orbit space gives
∫
S2
Fˆ =
θ
2π2
tr
∫
S2
{f
∫
C1
δgg−1}, (26)
where note that in the two S2 are in the gauge orbit space and the ordinary
space respectively. We have also obtained this by verifying that
∫
D2
tr
∫
S2
tr{δaDa(δgg
−1) +Da(δgg
−1)δa−Da(δgg
−1)Da(δgg
−1)} = 0, (27)
or the projection of
∫
D2 F gives
∫
S2 Fˆ .
In quantum theory, Eq.(26) corresponds to the topological result Π2(U/G) ∼=
Π1(G) on the restricted spaces. The discussion about the Hamiltonian equation
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in the schrodinger formulation will be similar to that in Refs.6 and 7 includ-
ing the discussions for the three-dimensional Yang-Mills theories with a Chern-
Simons term. We only need the Dirac quantization condition here for our pur-
pose. In the gauge orbit space, the Dirac quantization condition gives
∫
S2
Fˆ = 2πk, (28)
with k being integers. Now let f be the field strength 2-form for the magnetic
monopole. The quantization condition is now given by20
exp{
∫
S2
f} = exp{G0} = exp{4π
r∑
i=1
βiHi} ∈ Z. (29)
Where G0 is the magnetic charge up to a conjugate transformation by a group
element, Hi (i=1, 2,...,r=rank(G)) form a basis for the Cartan subalgebra of
the gauge group with simple roots αi (i=1,2,...,r). We need non-zero topological
value to obtain quantization condition for θ. One way to obtain non-zero value
for Eq.(26) is to consider g(t) in the following U(1) subgroup on the C1
g(t) = exp{4πmt
∑
i,j
(αi)
jHj
< αi, αi >
}, (30)
with m being integers and t ∈ [0, 1]. In fact, m should be identical to k according
to our topological result Π2(U/G) ∼= Π1(G). The k and m are the topological
numbers on each side. Thus, we obtain
θ =
2π
n
(n 6= 0). (31)
Where we define generally the topological charge of the magnetic monopole as
n = −2 < δ, β >= −2
∑
i
< λi, β >, (32)
which must be an integer20. Where
δ =
∑
i
2αi
< αi, αi >
=
∑
i
λi, (33)
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with the λi being the fundamental weights of the Lie algebra, the minus sign is
due to our normalization convention for Lie algebra generators.
Therefore, we conclude that in the presence of magnetic monopoles with
topological charge ±1, the vacuum angle of non-abelian gauge theories must be
±2π, the existence of such magnetic monopoles gives a solution to the strong
CP problem. But CP cannot be exactly conserved in this case since θ = ±2π
correspond to two different physical sysytems. The existence of many monopoles
can ensure θ → 0, and the strong CP problem may also be solved. In this possible
solution to the strong CP problem with θ ≤ 10−9, the total magnetic charges
present are |n| ≥ 2π109. This may possiblely be within the abundance allowed by
the ratio of monopoles to the entropy22, but with the possible existence of both
monopoles and anti-monopoles, the total number of magnetic monopoles may
be larger than the total magnetic charges. Generally, one needs to ensure that
the total number is consistent with the experimental results on the abundance
of monopoles. The n = ±2 may also possibilely solve CP if it is consistent with
the experimental observation.
In the above discussions, we consider the case that magnetic monopole
generates no singularity in the space. If we consider the magnetic monopole as a
singularity, then with the space outside the monopole the two opposite boundary
contributions are cancelled in the relevant integrations since each inward small
sphere arround the monopole for removing the singularity effectively gives a
contribution of the opposite topological charge. Therefore, only non-singular
magnetic monopoles may provide the solution to the strong CP problem.
Moreover, note that our conclusions are also true if we add an additional θ
term in QED with the θ angle the same as the effective θ in QCD if there exist
Dirac monopoles as color singlets, or a non-abelian monopoles with magnetic
charges both in the color SU(3) and electromagnetic U(1). Then a explana-
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tion of such a QED θ term is needed. The effect of a term proportional to
ǫµνλσFµνFλσ in the presence of magnetic charges was first considered
23 relevant
to chiral symmetry. The effect of a similar U(1) θ term was discussed for the
purpose of considering the induced electric charges24 as quantum excitations of
dyons associated with the ’t Hooft Polyakov monopole and generalized magnetic
monopoles20,24. For our purpose, We expect that if a QED θ term is included, it
may possiblely be an indication of the unification. A θ term needs to be included
in the unification gauge theory for Π3(G) = Z for the unification group G, mag-
netic monopoles with charges involving the QED U(1) symmetry are generated
through the spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking. Generally, such an induced
θ term in QED may not be discarded in the presence of magnetic monopoles.
As a remark, our quantization rule can also be obtained by using constraints
of Gauss’ law. This will be given elsewhere.
I thank Y. S. Wu and A. Zee for valuable discussions.
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